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Today’s automation environments typically contain a variety
of systems, applications and devices from numerous vendors.
To ensure the reliability and availability of their key industrial
processes, ICS professionals need to properly manage and
maintain their control system assets.
Through a partnership with Industrial Defender, Schneider Electric is able to
offer the company’s Automation Systems Manager (ASM). Its Manage solution
builds on the capabilities of the Monitor offering, providing a unified view across
functional areas, while giving operator’s unparalleled, actionable intelligence from
their heterogeneous asset base.

Unified view
Balancing security, compliance and change management activities becomes
increasingly difficult, time consuming, and expensive as automation systems
grow more complex and interconnected.

To meet this management challenge while minimizing administrative burdens,
the Manage solution automatically collects configuration data across a
heterogeneous asset base, including changes to configurations, software
and patches, and provides automated policy management and exception
identification. This eliminates tedious manual data collection from endpoints.

Single pane of glass
The Manage solution provides a ‘single pane of glass’ view into activities across
assets, regardless of location. This centralized approach allows operators
to focus on the availability of the service, and accurately forecast predictive
maintenance requirements.

Addressing compliance challenges
Whether meeting the requirements of corporate auditors or government
regulations, such as NERC CIP, compliance is laborious and expensive. The
Manage solution provides standard reports for meeting various regulatory

One of two turnkey solutions for automation systems
management, which include software, hardware, and
services purpose-built for operational environments.
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requirements, as well as customizable
reports for measuring and reporting
on key performance indicators.

Monitor

ASM Capabilities

Manage

Event logging, correlation, and archiving
Asset management
Single, unified view across disparate endpoint base

Optional automation system
agents

Customizable user interface dashboards

The Manage solution uses standard,

File integrity

agentless communication protocols

Network traffic monitoring

to collect information from assets. For

Report subscriptions

a richer data set, optional automation
system agents are offered.

Scalable architecture
Configuration change management

Critical process and service monitoring
User account change identification
Device configuration file archiving
Understand network and system health and performance

Developed specifically for use
on industrial endpoints, these
automation system agents use

Maintain central configuration policy
Collect and report on settings, accounts, and configurations
Analyze changes across asset base and environment
Manage hardened electronic security perimeter

less than two percent bandwidth,
ensuring availability and reliability of
the asset.

Turnkey solutions
Schneider Electric and Industrial Defender offer
two turnkey solutions for automation systems
management, which include software, hardware, and
services purpose-built for operational environments.
With a single, unified view into common activities and
processes across security, compliance and change
management, owners of critical infrastructures are
able to drive operational excellence. Available today,

A strong partner
Schneider Electric’s partner, Industrial Defender, is
the global leader in security, compliance and change
management solutions for industrial control systems.
The company has more than a decade of experience
dedicated to ICS cybersecurity, and has completed
more than 10,000 global technology deployments to
secure critical infrastructure systems in 25 countries.
Its clients include many Fortune 100 companies.

the capabilities of the Monitor and Manage solution
bundles are listed above, right.
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